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Abstract

K-EUSO (KLYPVE-EUSO) is a planned orbital mission aimed at studying ultra-high
energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) by detecting fluorescence and Cherenkov light emitted by
extensive air showers in the nocturnal atmosphere of Earth in the ultraviolet (UV) range.
The observatory is being developed within the JEM-EUSO collaboration and is planned
to be deployed on the International Space Station after 2025 and operated for at least
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two years. The telescope, consisting of ∼ 105 independent pixels, will allow a spatial
resolution of ∼ 0.6 km on the ground, and, from a 400 km altitude, it will achieve a large
and full sky exposure to sample the highest energy range of the UHECR spectrum. We
provide a comprehensive review of the current status of the development of the K-EUSO
experiment, paying special attention to its hardware parts and expected performance. We
demonstrate how results of the K-EUSO mission can complement the achievements of the
existing ground-based experiments and push forward the intriguing studies of ultra-high
energy cosmic rays, as well as bring new knowledge about other phenomena manifesting
themselves in the atmosphere in the UV range.
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1 Introduction

It was back in 1961 that cosmic rays with energies &50 EeV—henceforth called ultra-high
energy cosmic rays (UHECRs)—were first registered [1]. However, the nature and origin of
these most energetic particles in the Universe still remains a puzzle. One of the main difficul-
ties in UHECR studies is their extremely low flux, of the order of a few particles per km2 sr
per century. This requires the construction of huge experimental facilities able to collect suf-
ficient statistics. For example, the array of surface detectors of the world’s largest cosmic ray
observatory, the Pierre Auger Observatory (Auger), extends over an area of 3000 km2 [2].
Surface detectors of the second largest experiment, the Telescope Array (TA), occupy an area
around 700 km2, and the array is being expanded to cover an area approximately equal
to that of Auger [3]. Both experiments employ a so-called hybrid technique for registering
cosmic rays, complementing surface detectors with stations of fluorescence telescopes that
observe ultraviolet emission of extensive air showers (EASs) developing in the nocturnal at-
mosphere. A great wealth of data has been obtained in the two experiments through the
years, but the nature and origin of UHECRs still remains an open question. Furthermore, the
results of Auger and TA related to the energy spectrum of cosmic rays at the highest energies
show differences that could partly be ascribed to systematic uncertainties between the two
observatories, but might also have a different origin, such as statistical fluctuations or even
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the effect of a powerful source in the northern hemisphere [4–9]. The fact that the fields of
view of Auger and TA only partially overlap makes it difficult to cross-check the results to a
full extent.

A revolutionary approach for studying UHECRs was put forward in 1981 [10]. By that
time, registering fluorescence emission of EASs was already an established technique for
studying UHECRs [11–13]. Benson and Linsley suggested placing a wide-field-of-view tele-
scope with a mirror 36 m in diameter and a ∼5000-pixel retina in a low-Earth orbit (500–
600 km), thus drastically increasing the exposure of the experiment and providing an oppor-
tunity to study cosmic rays arriving from the whole celestial sphere. Besides fluorescence, an
orbital telescope is able to register forward-beamed Cherenkov radiation reflected from the
Earth’s surface or from dense cloud tops, providing important additional information about
the development of an EAS. A number of projects aiming to implement the idea have been
suggested since then: among them, Orbiting Wide-field Light collectors (OWL) [14], Track-
ing Ultraviolet Setup (TUS) and KLYPVE [15, 16], Joint Experiment Missions for Extreme
Universe Space Observatory JEM-EUSO (formerly Extreme Universe Space Observatory on
board the Japanese Experiment Module) [17], Probe Of Extreme Multi-Messenger Astro-
physics (POEMMA) [18] and others. TUS was the first one launched into space on 28th
April, 2016. It was a telescope with a Fresnel mirror of 2 m2 and a focal surface consisting
of 256 pixels designed as a prototype of the KLYPVE project and mostly aimed at verifying
the possibility of registering faint UV signals in the nocturnal atmosphere with an orbital
telescope [19].

The TUS mission lasted from May, 2016, until the end of November, 2017. Unfortunately,
20% of the photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) comprising the focal surface of the detector were
destroyed during an accident on the very first day of the experiment, and the sensitivities
of the remaining PMTs changed in comparison with pre-flight measurements. Nevertheless,
TUS registered a vast variety of signals taking place in the nocturnal atmosphere of Earth in
the UV range and demonstrated that a space detector with the primary goal of searching for
UHECRs can be used as a multi-disciplinary instrument with a wide science reach and with
unique sensitivity for those phenomena [20–24].

Mini-EUSO (Multiwavelength Imaging New Instrument for the Extreme Universe Space
Observatory or “UV atmosphere” in the Russian Space Program) is a telescope operating on
board the International Space Station (ISS) in the ultraviolet (UV) range with a field of view
of'44◦ and a ground resolution of' 6.3×6.3 km2. It was launched with the uncrewed Soyuz
MS-14 on 22th August, 2019. The first observations from the nadir-facing UV-transparent
window in the Russian Zvezda module took place on 7th October, 2019. Since then, it has
been taking data periodically, with installations occurring every couple of weeks. The instru-
ment is expected to operate for at least three years. Mini-EUSO has, so far, observed night UV
emissions from the Earth of natural and artificial origin, thousands of meteor candidates and
several transient luminous events—in particular, emissions of light and very low frequency
perturbation from an electromagnetic pulse (ELVEs), which are observed as large ring-like
upper atmospheric emissions that appear to be expanding at superluminal speed—among
other observations and scientific objectives. For more details on the detector and the data
gathered so far, see [25, 26].

K-EUSO (KLYPVE-EUSO) is one of the key projects of the JEM-EUSO program [27]. It
is the first mission in this framework that will be able to detect UHECRs from space. The
project is included in the long-term program of experiments onboard the Russian segment of
the ISS. It was planned to be launched in 2024. However, due to the complexity and high
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cost of the project, the possible launch date was shifted to around 2026. In what follows, we
provide a comprehensive review of the project status, design and scientific capabilities. The
design presented below is a strongly modified version of what was shown in [28, 29]. It is
developed to satisfy the size and weight constraints of the carrier and deployment capabilities
of the Russian segment of the ISS and to reach optimized scientific goals.

2 Scientific Goals

The general scientific goals of the K-EUSO mission are similar to those of other projects of
the JEM-EUSO collaboration [27, 30]. The ultimate purpose of the experiment is to make
a significant step towards revealing the nature and origin of UHECRs, the highest energy
particles in the Universe. The key questions to answer are: what are UHECRs, what are their
sources and what are their acceleration mechanisms?

The most obvious way to investigate the origin of the cosmic rays is the analysis of their
arrival directions. A benefit of an orbital experiment is that it can register cosmic rays arriv-
ing from the whole celestial sphere. In case a telescope is placed on the International Space
Station, the exposure can be almost uniform, provided the mission is sufficiently long [31].
This will make large-scale anisotropy analysis both more statistically powerful and more re-
liable by providing a larger significance for the same overall statistics and by eliminating the
problem of merging datasets from different parts of the sky taken with different instruments,
and therefore different resolutions and different systematics [32–35].

The arrival direction distribution as measured by Auger is characterized by a large scale
dipole anisotropy pointing in the direction (233◦,−13◦) in the galactic coordinates [33]. Such
a result is significant to over five sigma levels, supporting the extragalactic origin of cosmic
rays above 8 × 1018 eV. On the intermediate scales, both TA [32] and Auger [36] show indi-
cations of an anisotropy; in the case of Auger, with some degree of correlation with classes
of nearby sources. This makes it mostly important to measure the UHECR flux over the en-
tire sky in a consistent way, similar to how an instrument in space would generally provide.
K-EUSO would be able to make a major improvement in this respect by measuring dipole
and quadrupole moments in the arrival direction distribution, which are affected by major
uncertainties when performed by different arrays on ground [37]. In addition, K-EUSO will
be able to test if there is a correlation between the arrival directions of UHECRs and the
distribution of matter in the nearby Universe. It will also provide an opportunity to verify
other hypotheses related to the anisotropy of UHECRs. In particular, after a year or two of
operation in space, K-EUSO could provide sufficient data to identify the signature of a nearby
source in the large-scale UHECR anisotropy [38]. Data will also provide some information
about the mass composition, providing directly comparable measurements over the entire sky
for the first time. In particular, even though the mass sensitivity of K-EUSO is limited, thanks
to the high statistics of events, it will be possible to measure for the first time the depth of
the maximum above ∼50 EeV using the fluorescence technique. Such a measurement is cur-
rently not feasible with ground-based arrays due to the limited duty cycle of the fluorescence
telescopes.

Another key characteristic of UHECRs is their energy spectrum, which is of crucial impor-
tance for understanding their origin and acceleration mechanisms. A large amount of effort is
being applied to such studies at the leading ground-based experiments; see, e.g., [4, 5]. The
spectra obtained at Auger and TA demonstrate a good agreement at energies below 10 EeV,
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except for a difference in the absolute energy scale, which is within the systematic uncer-
tainties of the experiments. An even better agreement is reached in the common declination
band. However, an important difference between the spectra is observed at the highest en-
ergies. Besides this, TA suggests different steepening positions for events arriving below and
above declination δ = 24.8◦, which may indicate a different energy spectrum in the northern
hemisphere. On the other hand, no indication of the declination dependence has been found
by Auger. With its full-sky coverage and comparatively large exposure, K-EUSO will provide
data of the energy spectrum of UHECRs arriving from the whole celestial sphere, therefore
giving a chance to clarify the reason for the different instances of steepening of the TA spec-
trum in the two declination bands and the origin of the systematic differences in the spectra
of Auger and TA at energies above ∼50 EeV in the common declination band. We believe that
these results will address some of the open questions of UHECR physics outlined in [39, 40],
especially those related to anisotropy studies and the energy spectrum.

Supplementary tasks of the K-EUSO mission are studies of transient luminous events in
the atmosphere. In particular, as it was demonstrated by the TUS experiment, an orbital
telescope is a perfect tool for observing ELVEs, which take place at heights of around 80–
90 km. K-EUSO will also be able to shed new light on puzzling bright flashes registered by
TUS far from thunderstorm regions and populated areas.

Besides this, the telescope will observe meteors, thereby providing additional information
for comprehensive understanding of the dynamics of meteors in the Solar System. It will also
be able to register or place new limits on the existence of nuclearites (hypothetical massive
strange quark matter nuggets); see [22, 41–43] for more details and in-depth discussions.

3 The Detector

K-EUSO is a mission led by the Russian Space Agency together with the international JEM-
EUSO collaboration to place an UHECR observatory on board the Russian segment of the
ISS. The concept of the detector is based on the mirror-type detector proposed at the Sko-
beltsyn Institute of Nuclear Physics of Lomonosov Moscow State University (SINP MSU) in
2001 [15]. It has passed several stages of improvements since then to meet both scientific
requirements and technical feasibility. In 2010, the project was included in the long-term
program of experiments onboard the Russian segment of the ISS. In 2012, SINP MSU fin-
ished the preliminary design stage of the K-EUSO telescope for UHECR measurements from
the International Space Station. It was designed as a large 10 m2 mirror telescope with a
focal distance of 3 m and a field of view (FOV) of about ±7.5◦ [44, 45]. However, it became
clear during the preliminary design phase that the parameters of the instrument (observation
area and image quality) do not allow one to solve current problems in UHECR science due
to a too small geometrical exposure. These considerations initiated the development of a
new optical system for the KLYPVE detector in order to increase the FOV and to improve the
spatial and angular resolution and the overall performance of the instrument. This work is
performed in close cooperation with the JEM-EUSO collaboration since late 2013. To elim-
inate the off-axis aberration, an additional corrective Fresnel lens was introduced in front
of the photodetector. Two versions of the detector were developed: the Baseline and Multi-
Eye Telescope System (METS) [28, 46]. These configurations were later transformed to a
Schmidt telescope design [29].

Further feasibility studies demonstrated difficulties in the delivery and installation of the
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instrument outside the ISS. There were more than 30 separate parts for delivery, and assem-
bling the telescope required many extra vehicular activities of astronauts. A decision was
made to return to the version of purely lens optics based on the developments of the JEM-
EUSO project [47], since it can provide optimal weight and size characteristics of the equip-
ment.

In the latest configuration presented below, the detector consists of a refractive optical
system with a rectangular aperture of 1400 mm × 2400 mm; see Figure 1. This size is due
to the fact that each frame in the folded state should be smaller than 1200 × 700 × 350 mm3

and freely pass through the Progress cargo hatch. The optics comprises two optical elements
(lenses) that focus the light onto a focal surface of 1300 mm × 1000 mm size. The focal
surface structure consists of 44 photodetector modules (PDMs) similar to those of the other
JEM-EUSO missions, with a total amount of channels close to 105. The main parameters of
the detector are given in Table 1. Spatial and temporal resolutions are, respectively, given by
the ground-projected area observed by an individual channel (pixel) and the electronics gate
time unit (GTU). More details about the detector substructures are provided in the following
sections.

Table 1: Technical parameters of K-EUSO
Altitude ≈ 400 km
Field of View 0.3 sr (48 000 km2)
Pixel size 3 mm× 3 mm
Spatial/Temporal Resolution 0.6 km (pixel) / 2.5 µs (GTU)
Entrance Pupil Area ∼3 m2

Number of PDMs/channels 44/101,376
Dimensions (unfolded) ≈ 125× 250× 400 cm3

Figure 1: Left: a scheme of the K-EUSO detector with segmented refractive optics and rect-
angular aperture as designed by GP Advanced Project company. Right: a 3D model of the
K-EUSO focal surface built from 44 photo detector modules. It is to be placed inside the green
“box” shown in the left panel.

3.1 Optical System

Both optical elements of the telescope are made in the form of spherical Fresnel lenses man-
ufactured from a special near-UV-transparent version of poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA)
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material. A significant optical power of such lenses is created by special annular zones of
the Fresnel surface1, while, even with large dimensions, the thickness of the lenses turns
out to be small, and the mass of the entire system is moderate. The PMMA-000 (Mitsubishi
Chemical Corporation product) was chosen for several reasons. Along with a low density
(approximately 1.2 g/cm3), which ensures a low weight of lens, this material has a number
of important optical properties, including a weak temperature dependence of the refractive
index. The transparency of PMMA-000 practically does not change upon prolonged exposure
to atomic oxygen (the main element of the residual atmosphere at the ISS altitude) and pro-
tons with an energy of approximately 70 MeV. At the same time, PMMA-000 is hard enough
(in comparison, for example, to soft and plastic CYTOP) and can be used for high precision
milling. To date, a number of lenses with similar characteristics of Fresnel concentric struc-
tures have already been manufactured: lenses for balloon experiments EUSO-Balloon [48]
and EUSO-SPB1 [49], as well as for the space experiment Mini-EUSO [25].

The front lens is convex-concave, the rear one is concave-convex and all four radii of
curvature are equal in absolute value, which greatly simplifies their production.

The optical power of the lenses is created by radial Fresnel structures, which are located
on both surfaces of the front lens (S1 and S2) and on the front surface of the rear (S3).
The calculation showed that, in order to ensure the quality of signal focusing in a wide
spectral range (from 300 to 400 nm), the remaining surface (S4) must be a diffractive optical
element (DOE).

The selection of the optimal values of the parameters of all four surfaces and the distances
between the elements (lenses and focal surface) was carried out within the framework of
numerical simulation in the Zemax OpticStudio2. Fresnel structures were modeled using the
Zemax extended Fresnel surface with asphericity parameters up to the fourth degree in the
square of the radial distance ρ2. The DOE was simulated as a binary optics 2 surface using
the polynomial phase function up to the fifth degree on ρ2.

At the stage of preliminary modeling, the value of the radii of the curvature of all optical
surfaces R1 = R2 = −R3 = −R4 = 5500 mm, as well as the concave spherical focal surface,
RFS = 2000 mm, was chosen. The thickness of both lenses was fixed at 10 mm.

The RMS radius of the polychrome image (with the same weights for three main wave-
lengths, 337, 357 and 391 nm), averaged over the field of view from 0◦ to 20◦, was chosen as
an optimization criterion. The optical scheme and spot diagrams of the resulting system are
shown in Figure 2.

The system has a rectangular aperture of 1400 mm × 2400 mm and the following axial
distances: the distance between the lenses S2–S3 equals 2102 mm and the distance between
the rear lens and the focal surface S4–FS equals 1466 mm. The total axial length of the
system is S1 − FS = 3588 mm; thus, the longitudinal dimension of the entire telescope,
including the structure of the focal surface, does not exceed 4 m. The characteristic period of
the diffraction grating at a distance of 1000 mm from the axis is 6 µm and is acceptable from
the point of view of manufacturing technology.

The Zemax sequential ray tracing (SRT) model provides an approximate estimate of the
performance of the optical system. For a more accurate analysis that takes into account both
scattering by Fresnel structures of optical surfaces and rectangular apertures of elements, the
so-called non-sequential (NSRT) model is required. In this model, the Fresnel surfaces were
chosen as annular zones of an equal depth of 2 mm. The total numbers of zones are 329

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fresnel_lens (accessed on 17 January 2022).
2https://www.zemax.com/pages/opticstudio (accessed on 13 December 2021).
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Figure 2: Left: K-EUSO optical scheme as sequential ray tracing (SRT) model in Zemax.
Right: spot diagrams for γ = 5◦, 10◦, 15◦, 20◦. The grid cell has a size of 1 mm× 1 mm.

(S1), 391 (S2) and 364 (S3). To calculate the detector response, it is necessary to implement
it within the simulator of the entire space experiment. Such models have been developed
by the JEM-EUSO collaboration in the framework of the ESAF package (EUSO Simulation
and Analysis Framework [50, 51]). As a part of the calculations in ESAF, the consistency of
the optics and electronics of the K-EUSO was checked (i.e., the comparison of the image size
with the pixel size), as well as the calculation of the focusing efficiency and the effective light
collection area (throughput).

A characteristic feature of Fresnel optics is that a part of the light energy is scattered at
large angles relative to the centroid of the image. By the image, we mean here the part of
it that falls into a box of size 6 mm × 6 mm (i.e., 2 × 2 K-EUSO pixels). Spot diagrams are
presented in Figure 3 for different field angles γ. The quantitative dependence of the image
size, understood as the RMS diameter in the spot box, in the entire field of view is presented
in the third row of Table 2 (here, φ is the azimuth angle, φ = 0◦ and 90◦ along small and
large sides of the aperture, respectively). It can be seen that the optical system matches
with a photodetector with a pixel of size a = 3 mm up to γ = 15◦. At larger angles, the
asymmetry of the image becomes significant, which leads to a decrease in the efficiency of
light collection.

Figure 3: Spot diagrams of the NSRT model for γ = 5◦, 10◦, 15◦, 20◦. Grid cell has a size of
1 mm× 1 mm.

We estimated the efficiency of the optical system as the effective area Seff , i.e., a ratio of the
radiation energy in the image to the illumination of the entrance pupil, as well as ensquared
energy (EE), the ratio of the energy in the pixel to that in the whole image. When calculating
them, the effects of PMMA absorption, the reflection from four optical surfaces (including
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Table 2: K-EUSO optics performance: image size dRMS, effective area Seff and ensquared
energy EE as a function of field angles γ, φ.

γ 5◦ 10◦ 15◦ 20◦

φ 0◦ 90◦ 0◦ 90◦ 0◦ 90◦ 0◦ 90◦

dRMS, mm 2.61 2.68 2.84 2.95 3.11 3.10 3.86 3.32
Seff , m2 1.53 1.49 1.30 1.34 0.98 1.22 0.56 0.94

EE 0.79 0.78 0.76 0.74 0.71 0.71 0.47 0.65

total internal reflection) and the scattering of rays due to hitting the lateral (cylindrical)
sections of the Fresnel grooves were taken into account, and the diffraction efficiency of DOE
was assumed to be 80%. The results are presented in the last two rows of Table 2.

Azimuthal asymmetry practically does not affect the position of the image: with a high
degree of accuracy, the radial distance to the centroid ρc is proportional to γ in the entire FOV
up to 20◦, and the effective focal length is F = ∆ρc/∆γ = 2070 mm.

Based on the obtained results, it can be argued that this optical system of the telescope
has the following characteristics:

• Field of view (with the optics matched to the sensor size): asymmetric with maximum
field angle γmax = 18◦–20◦ at φ = 90◦, γmax = 15◦–16◦ at φ = 0◦, overall Ω ≈ 0.3 sr;

• Resolution: angular ∆γ = a/F = 1.5 mrad ≈ 0.1◦, spatial ∆L = R∆γ = 0.6 km (at the
orbit height R = 400 km);

• Light collection area: geometric (at entrance pupil) Sgeom = 3 m2, effective Seff =
1.0–1.5 m2.

The manufacturing of the first (front) telescope lens began in late 2020. The calculated
radial width of the Fresnel zones varies from 16 cm in the center to 1 mm at the periphery,
with a groove depth of 2 mm. In view of the complexity of creating such a single one-
piece large-sized structure, it was decided to arrange each of the lenses from six rectangular
segments: four small ones, 700 mm× 600 mm and two large ones, 1200 mm× 700 mm. Each
of the segments were first given a spherical shape using two molds with a radius of curvature
slightly larger than the calculated one; see Figure 4.

Figure 4: PMMA samples after preliminary shaping.
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The further manufacturing process included imparting the spherical lens to the calculated
curvature, forming a radial Fresnel structure and polishing it. For this, a special fastening
structure was realized, which made it possible to firmly attach curved plastic samples to it;
see Figure 5. A Shibaura high-precision turning machine UTD34003 from RIKEN was used to
make the Fresnel surfaces. At the first stage, the samples fixed to the structure were given a
high-precision spherical shape with a calculated radius of curvature R = 5500 mm. Then, a
radial Fresnel structure with a depth of 2 mm was applied to the surface (Figure 6) and the
roughness was monitored. Measurements with Nanosurf Easyscan 2 AFM (an atomic force
microscope) showed root mean square surface roughness Sq = 22 nm.

Figure 5: Lens shaping as a spherical surface of calculated curvature. On the left photo one
can see special jig construction in order to assemble the lens from segments.

Figure 6: Formation and test of the Fresnel structure. Left: the central segment of the lens.
Right: the measuring phase of the surface roughness.

The rear lens manufacturing will be finished by the end of March 2022, with the same
quality as that of the front lens. The performance of the optics will be verified in 2022. A
special laser scan system was manufactured at RIKEN for testing the quality of lenses. It was
used earlier for testing the quality of the EUSO-SPB2 corrector lens [52]. We expect that the
optics performance will meet the requirements.

3https://www.shibaura-machine.co.jp/en/product/nano/lineup/utd/shiyo.html (accessed on
13 December 2021).
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3.2 Photodetector and the Central Processor Unit

The focal surface (FS) of the telescope is composed of 44 photodetector modules. The struc-
ture of the PDMs is similar to that of the JEM-EUSO telescope [47] and employs a modifi-
cation of the digital data processing system (DDPS) developed previously for the Mini-EUSO
mission [25]. The focal surface is a spherical concave surface with a 2 m radius of curvature,
but constructed by flat PDMs. The structure of the FS is shown in the right panel of Figure 1.

Each PDM is a matrix of 36 Hamamatsu R11265-103-M64 Multi Anode Photomultipliers
(MAPMTs). Each MAPMT consists of 64 independent channels (8 per side) with a 3 mm
size. Each of these channels (identified as pixels in the following) has a field of view of 0.1◦,
which corresponds to ∼600 m on the ground. The gate time unit (GTU) can vary from 1 µs
to 2.5 µs, and will be determined as a trade-off between the limited hardware and telemetry
budgets and the need for a good time resolution. Four MAPMTs are combined in elementary
cells (EC-units) with a common high voltage Cockroft–Walton power supply.

The quantum efficiency of the MAPMTs is between 35–40% in the wavelength range
of 300–400 nm. The photomultiplier signal is read out and amplified by the SPACIROC3
ASIC [53]. The SPACIROC3 operates in the single photoelectron mode and has a double
pulse resolution of less than 10 ns. The majority of the data handling tasks, such as data
buffering, configuration of the read-out ASICS, triggering, synchronization and interfacing
with the central processor unit (CPU) system, is performed by the DDPS system. Given the
very high time resolution of the detector (∼1 MHz) and the high number of pixels, no full
data retrieval is possible. Data must therefore satisfy strict trigger conditions. Concentrations
of the signal are sought for by the trigger algorithms to preferentially select the shower signal
while rejecting background events; see Section 4.

The DDPS consists of one Zynq-board and three Cross boards. The output of the 36 ASICs
of a PDM is collected by three Artix 7 FPGA-based Cross boards. The Cross boards perform
data gathering from the ASICs and data multiplexing. The three Cross boards are connected
to a Zynq board, containing a Xilinx Zynq 7000 FPGA with an embedded dual core ARM9
CPU processing system. The Zynq board controls the data flow from the ASICs, runs the
trigger logics and interfaces with other PDMs and the CPU for data storage.

All PDMs of the FS operate independently and a special version of the modular photode-
tector and digital electronics for on-board signal processing are based on the network archi-
tecture principle. The network principle is implemented by organizing three types of links:
high-speed communication between adjacent photodetector modules, long-haul communica-
tion for recording information in the CPU ROM and synchronizing communication for timing
the operation of individual modules [54]. Digital processing, including the trigger system, is
performed in a Zynq system-on-chip that includes the FPGA and the processor system. The
two-level trigger system for EAS detection is used as was designed for the JEM-EUSO. For
the registration of slower events, slower modes of operation are foreseen to be similar to the
Mini-EUSO telescope. Triggers of the slow modes can be implemented in a processor part of
FPGA since they do not need to be extremely fast.

A model of the PDM was made during the preliminary design stage of the project to
confirm its performance characteristics and to check command and data transfer with the
CPU. A photo of the PDM with DDPS and nine EC units during tests is shown in Figure 7.
The modified EC unit with ASIC inside was developed especially for K-EUSO and EUSO-SPB2
projects in the Astroparticle and Cosmology laboratory (APC), France.

The absolute photometric calibration of the PDM was performed to study the overall effi-
ciency of the photon detection. The photometric calibration provides a relationship between
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Figure 7: K-EUSO electronics. Photo of an assembled PDM.

the amount of photons arriving at the detector and the measured signal. The methods sug-
gested in [55] were employed for this purpose. At the first stage, the S-curves of all pixels
were obtained to determine an optimal threshold of a single pulse detection.4 In K-EUSO, it
is possible to adjust this threshold (the so-called DAC7 value) for each channel individually.
A threshold is set in a minimum of a valley of a single photoelectron pulse distribution (be-
tween real photons and electronics noise). An example of an S-curve for one K-EUSO pixel
and the corresponding single photoelectron pulse distribution are shown in Figure 8. The
black vertical line in the right panel corresponds to the optimized threshold.
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Figure 8: Left: S-curve of one K-EUSO photodetector pixel. Right: Single photoelectron
spectrum for the same pixel. Blue dots show experimental data, the red line is their fit, the
black vertical line shows the optimal threshold. 〈Np.e.〉 is the mean number of photoelectrons
per GTU, DAC7 is a threshold set in SPACIROC for pulse discrimination.

Measurements with various incoming UV intensities were performed to obtain the depen-
dence of the count rate on the number of photons. At the region of low intensities, this curve

4An S-curve is a dependence of the ASIC count rate vs. threshold, so it is a cumulative distribution function
of single photoelectron pulses.
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is linear, and then it begins to decline due to the pile-up effect. The curve allows us to obtain
photon detection efficiency in a linear region, as well as an estimation of a dead time of pho-
ton counting determined by a SPACIROC3 operation. The map and distribution of channel
efficiencies are shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that the efficiency of the majority of the
pixels lies in the range of 20–40%. A number of border pixels have a higher noise due to their
position near the border of the MAPMT. Therefore, their efficiency is overestimated, which
can be seen in the pixel map. They have higher count rates and this should be taken into
account in trigger algorithms because this can cause false triggers. (Pixel (1, 13) in this PDM
is not functional.) The average value of the efficiency of the recording channels with preset
individual thresholds for the registration of single-photoelectron pulses for the given EC-unit
equals 34%.
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Figure 9: Efficiency map for one EC unit. Colors denote estimated photon detection efficiency
of individual pixels in fractions of 1, which corresponds to 100% efficiency.

The CPU is placed inside the ISS. The CPU consists of two subsets: the main one and the
backup one. A cold standby scheme is provided, in which only one CPU subset works at a
time. Both subsets of the CPU are implemented in one housing. Each CPU subset is designed
on two printed circuit boards: a power supply board and a processor board.

The CPU power supply board contains a secondary power supply and a microcontroller.
The microcontroller implements algorithms for the sequence of voltage supply to the proces-
sor board. In addition, the CPU microcontroller is the master device on the CAN bus, through
which, commands are sent to turn on the components of the telescope and telemetry infor-
mation is collected. The overall dimensions of the CPU are 400× 300× 90 mm3, which meets
the requirements and allows it to be freely transported through the hatches of the ISS and
the Progress cargo. It is equipped with two touch screens that allow astronauts to monitor
the status of all K-EUSO subsystems and operate a manual control if necessary.

4 Expected Performance

In this section, estimations of the scientific performance of K-EUSO are presented follow-
ing [56]. The study is based on intensive simulations with the ESAF framework [51] and
their consequent analysis. The studies presented here must be regarded as preliminary since
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the configuration of the detector is still in the course of definition. However, both the trig-
ger and reconstruction performance should be considered as indications of the observatory
performance.

An example of the K-EUSO response to a UHECR simulated with ESAF is shown in Fig-
ure 10. The top panel demonstrates a distribution of photoelectrons from an EAS generated
by a 100 EeV proton arriving at the zenith angle of 60◦ (without any airglow emission taken
into account) on the focal surface. The same photoelectrons are plotted as a function of time
in the bottom left panel. A periodic decrease in the signal intensity is caused by the gaps
between MAPMTs. The bottom right panel shows the wavelength spectrum of photons en-
tering the detector. The fluorescence emission lines can be seen together with the continuum
Cherenkov emission.
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Figure 10: Distribution of photoelectrons from an EAS generated by a 100 EeV proton arriv-
ing at the zenith angle of 60◦ simulated with ESAF. Only signal from the shower is shown.
Top: distribution of the signal on the focal surface. Bottom left: the corresponding time dis-
tribution of photoelectrons. Bottom right: the spectrum of photons at the detector entrance.

4.1 Exposure

The trigger algorithms of the K-EUSO mission have been developed in the framework of the
JEM-EUSO program [57] and are currently in the process of optimization. The results pre-
sented in the following are obtained directly using the scheme adopted for JEM-EUSO. The
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logic is structured in a number of stages, each reducing the trigger rate by several orders of
magnitude. The first level trigger, to be operated at the level of the PDM, looks for concen-
trations of the signal localized in space and time. An excess of signal is required in cells of
3 × 3 pixels integrated over five consecutive GTUs. Thresholds are set to have a spurious
trigger rate, due to nightglow fluctuations, below 10 Hz/PDM. The second level trigger is
activated each time the first level trigger conditions are satisfied and integrates the signal
intensity in a sequence of preset directions that cover the entire phase space. Every GTU, the
detected counts are summed in blocks of 3 × 3 pixels along the preset direction for a total
of 15 consecutive GTUs around the location and GTU where the first trigger level has been
activated. Whenever the integrated signal along a direction overcomes a preset threshold,
the second level trigger is issued. The activation of the second level trigger starts the trans-
mission and data storage procedure. The data acquisition is therefore stopped and data are
either saved on a hard disk or sent to ground by telemetry. This way, the trigger reduces the
data flow by several orders of magnitude. Thresholds at the second trigger level are set to
have a rate of the trigger every few seconds at most due to nightglow fluctuations to make
the data acquisition consistent with the telemetry budget. In the case of JEM-EUSO, these
trigger conditions were satisfying a telemetry budget of 300 kbit/s. The lower number of
K-EUSO PDMs would allow for a slightly higher trigger rate, assuming similar telemetry. The
optimization of the trigger parameters (thresholds and number of integrated GTUs) will be
carried out in future, when the project proceeds to the next development phases. The aim
of this section is therefore to test the efficiency curve of the algorithm with respect to cosmic
ray air showers.

The exposure calculation is based on a Monte Carlo simulation of the EASs of variable
energy and direction. To avoid border effects, cosmic rays are injected in an area Asimu larger
than the FOV of the detector. The ratio of the triggered Ntrigg over simulated events Nsimu is
then calculated for each energy bin. The solid angle Ω from which cosmic rays arrive on the
field of view is also included in the formula. The effects of the day–night cycle and moon
phases are taken into account in η, the astronomical duty cycle. The effects of clouds and
artificial lights are taken into account by ηclouds and ηcity, respectively. In this formula, we
assumed η = 0.2, ηclouds = 0.72 and ηcity = 0.9, as estimated in [58]. The exposure E(E) is
then calculated over time t, which is assumed to be 1 year in the following:

E(E) =
Ntrigg

Nsimu

(E)× Asimu × Ω× η × ηclouds × ηcity × t. (1)

The yearly exposure as a function of energy is shown in Figure 11. It can be seen that
K-EUSO achieves an exposure of ∼18,000 km2 sr per year at the plateau, which is reached at
energies above 100 EeV (to be compared with 5000–7000 km2 sr per year of the Auger col-
laboration and the TA×4 of Telescope Array). The 50% efficiency is reached around 40 EeV.
Assuming the Auger spectrum [6], the expected rate of UHECRs triggered by K-EUSO is es-
timated to be around 65 events/year above 50 EeV, including 4 events with energies above
100 EeV. For comparison, the Pierre Auger collaboration has detected, on average,∼19 events
per year above 50 EeV for the SD spectrum under 60 degrees.

4.2 Angular Reconstruction

At the occurrence of a trigger, the acquisition is stopped and data are retrieved. The informa-
tion collected at this point is then used to reconstruct parameters of the primary particle.
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Figure 11: Annual exposure of K-EUSO as a function of UHECR primary energy.

The first step consists of the recognition of the track, namely, of pixels and frames in which
the light of the shower arrives. A comprehensive review of the signal identification methods
is given in [59, 60]. All of the methods look for concentrations of the signal in space and
time that exhibit kinematics consistent with the presence of an extensive air shower.

The angular reconstruction extracts the arrival direction of the primary particle from the
distribution and timing of the identified track. Several methods have been tested in the
context of the JEM-EUSO program [59]. The method used for this work is based on a χ2 fit of
the position and timing of the shower signal (the so-called Numerical Exact 1 method). In this
method, the identification of the plane where both the shower and the detector lie is the first
step of the procedure. The zenith angle of the shower is then reconstructed by comparing
the arrival time of photons from a test shower and the identified track. The reconstruction
performance for the arrival directions of EAS generated by 100 EeV protons arriving at zenith
angles of 45◦ and 60◦ in the center of the field of view are shown in Figure 12. To assess
the quality of the reconstruction, we plot the integral of the event distribution from 0 to
a specific angle (in red). Here, 68% of the events fall within 1.5◦–2◦, proving an excellent
reconstruction performance at the highest energies.

In Figure 13, the angular resolution is plotted as the angle within which 68% of events fall.
For this plot, we simulated 500 EASs in 16 different combinations of the energy and zenith
angle. For each condition, the events were simulated over the entire field of view of the
detector. It can be seen that K-EUSO will have a resolution between 4◦ to 7◦ for small zenith
angles, but it improves to 1◦–2◦ for nearly horizontal events. There is a clear improvement
trend as the energy increases. For comparison, the Auger collaboration achieves an angular
reconstruction better than 1 degree, whereas TA achieves a resolution of the same order.

4.3 Energy Reconstruction

The energy reconstruction is performed according to [60] and is based on the signal identi-
fied by pattern recognition. The photoelectron profile is reconstructed based on the counts
falling in the identified track with the airglow subtracted on average. The attenuation occur-
ring in the detector is corrected following a look-up table relating an incident direction and
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Figure 12: Performance of the angular reconstruction for UHECRs with the energy 100 EeV
in the center of the field of view. Left: 45◦ zenith angle. Right: 60◦ zenith angle.
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Figure 13: Estimated angular resolution of K-EUSO for different zenith angles and energies
of a primary particle in the full field of view of the detector.

wavelength of photons to the detector efficiency. Several methods to reconstruct the shower
geometry have been implemented and are discussed in [59]. With a determination of the po-
sition of the shower in the atmosphere, it is possible to calculate the amount of atmospheric
extinction and the luminosity curve. Knowledge of the fluorescence yield is then used to
reconstruct the charged particle profile of an EAS. Such a profile is then fit with a shower
profile parameterization to obtain the energy and the depth of the maximum5.

Estimations of the energy resolution of K-EUSO for UHECRs with different energies arriv-
ing at various zenith angles are shown in Figure 14. The results were obtained with 2500
showers simulated at fixed energies and zenith angles, both for the center and for the full
field of view of the detector. The resolution was estimated as the standard deviation of the
δE = (Ereco − Ereal)/Ereal distribution which can be well approximated by a Gaussian6. It

5The function used here is the so called Gaisser–Ilina–Linsley (GIL) function. Simulations are being updated
to include more up to date parameterizations and MC shower simulators as well.

6A residual bias of ∼10% is remaining in the distribution. The bias is still under investigation and will be
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can be seen that the energy resolution is around 25% at low zenith angles and improves up
to around 15% for nearly horizontal events, with a small improvement trend towards higher
energies. No significant decrease in the performance was observed for events simulated in
the full field of view. For comparison, Auger has an energy resolution above 1019 eV of the
order of 7%, whereas TA has 18% in the same energy range. The systematic uncertainties
on the energy scale are 14% and 21% for Auger and TA, respectively. Two examples of re-
constructed profiles of the signal from 100 EeV UHECRs arriving at the zenith angle of 60◦

are shown in Figure 15 as black crosses. Fits of the shower parameterization are shown in
red. The two showers are different in the location of the signal in the focal surface. The one
shown in the left panel crosses fewer gaps between MAPMTs than that in the right panel,
and the maximum of the profile has enough data points for an accurate reconstruction. As a
result, we found δE = 0.01 for the shower in the left panel and δE = 0.1 for the one in the
right panel.
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Figure 14: Estimates of energy reconstruction for different energies and zenith angles. Left:
center of the field of view. Right: full field of view of the detector.

A totally different approach to the recognition of patterns produced by UV emission of
EASs on the focal surface and to the reconstruction of parameters of primary UHECRs can
be based on machine learning methods. A high efficiency of neural networks for identifying
certain types of signals in the TUS data was demonstrated recently [61, 62]. The first appli-
cations of neural networks to CR parameter reconstruction are also potentially interesting;
see, e.g., [63–65]. A promising method of identifying EAS candidates in the data with the
help of neural networks in real time has been developed for the EUSO-SPB2 mission [66].
The method will allow one to effectively suppress a big number of false positives, which is
important in conditions of a limited telemetry budget. The procedure will be thoroughly
tested during the flight that is planned to be performed in 2023 [67]. This approach will be
examined during the future stages of development of the K-EUSO mission.

4.4 Depth of Maximum Reconstruction

A reconstruction of the depth of the maximum of an EAS Xmax is also performed according
to [60] and is obtained from the fit of the reconstructed shower profile. A shower maximum

corrected in the future.
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Figure 15: Examples of reconstructed shower profiles as a function of slant depth. Both
showers were generated by simulated 100 EeV UHECRs arriving at 60◦ zenith angle. The red
curves indicate shower profile fits. Red circles mark data points used for the reconstruction.
Vertical black lines show boundaries of the interval selected for the reconstruction by the
algorithm. Horizontal black segments correspond to gaps between PDMs and/or PMTs.

can clearly be identified from the profiles shown in Figure 15. In this work, we only present
a few examples of the reconstruction performance obtained in some specific condition. The
method we use here considers only events where a Cherenkov reflection peak is visible. In
this way, the impact point of the shower can be identified in the profile, and therefore a clear
constraint can be put onto the shower geometry. For all of the other events, a more complex
iterative study is needed and further work will be published in the future.

The Xmax resolution expressed as Xreco
max − Xreal

max in units of g/cm2 is shown in Figure 16
for 200 EeV and for 30◦ and 45◦ in the left and right panels, respectively. The width of the
distributions is around ±60 g/cm2, whereas the mode of the distribution varies from approxi-
mately −20 g/cm2 to −40 g/cm2. The reason for this systematic bias is being investigated and
will be corrected once the detector configuration is defined completely. The long tails on the
right side of the distributions are due to events impacting on the ground before the maximum
is reached. The left tails are, on the other hand, due to events where the maximum is lost
because of inter-PMT gaps. The former case is indeed more pronounced for vertical events,
for which, the shower reaches the ground earlier in the shower development. A residual bias
of the distribution is still visible and will be addressed in future publications. An overview
of the performance in certain conditions is given in Table 3. The resolution is always around
50–90 g/cm2 for the center, and similar values are obtained for the whole field of view.

Table 3: Xmax resolution of the K-EUSO detector in the center of the field of view.
Energy [EeV] Zenith angle [◦] Resolution [g/cm2]

70 30 83
70 45 94
100 30 69
100 45 75
200 30 50
200 45 66
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Figure 16: Estimates of Xmax reconstruction for 200 EeV. Left: 30◦ zenith angle. Right: 45◦

zenith angle.

These results should be regarded as preliminary, given the challenging nature of the Xmax

reconstruction in monocular mode. Future studies will specifically address the Xmax recon-
struction performance. For comparison, Auger achieves 15 g/cm2 above 1019 eV for the reso-
lution and 10 g/cm2 for the systematic uncertainty. TA achieves, very similarly, 17 g/cm2 for
the resolution and 17 g/cm2 for the systematic uncertainties.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

K-EUSO is an orbital telescope for studying UHECRs, and is planned to be deployed on the
Russian segment of the International Space Station in the near future for a 2-year mission
(or a longer mission if operations of the ISS are extended to 2030). With its latest design
presented above, the instrument fits nicely in the Progress cargo and can be comparatively
easily deployed outside the ISS. A number of the key elements of K-EUSO are already in
production.

Despite the strongly reduced optical system, K-EUSO possesses technical parameters that
are sufficient to make an important step in revealing the nature and origin of UHECRs. With
the expected rate of triggered events of around 65 per year for energies above 50 EeV (as-
suming the Pierre Auger Observatory spectrum) and the energy resolution varying from 15%
to 25% for different zenith angles, K-EUSO will allow us to verify certain results of Auger and
the Telescope Array concerning the energy spectrum of cosmic rays at respective energies.
With a sufficiently long mission, K-EUSO will provide an opportunity to test the dependence
of the energy spectrum on the declination reported by the TA.

With its full-sky exposure, it will provide the first complete map of the sky in UHECRs
obtained in a consistent way by one single instrument. The angular resolution of the telescope
will be good enough to explore anisotropies at medium and large scales. Combined with high
statistics of events, this will provide a chance to verify the existence of the hot spot observed
by TA and the warm spot found by Auger, to look for a possible correlation between the
arrival directions of UHECRs and the distribution of matter in the local Universe and to test if
there are signatures of a nearby source contributing to the flux of CRs above ∼50 EeV in their
large-scale anisotropy. Despite the large uncertainty on the depth of the shower maximum on
individual events, the uncertainty on the average composition will be reduced by the statistics
collected in each energy bin. Two energy bins could be envisaged: one around the threshold
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(i.e., 5 × 1019 eV) and the other at the highest energies (i.e., close to 1020 eV). Both would
contain decent statistics and would be separated enough to account for effects related to the
energy resolution [68]. Thus, the data will also provide some information about the mass
composition of cosmic rays, which would allow for directly comparable measurements over
the entire sky for the first time.

Being a multi-purpose instrument with a huge field of view, unique sensitivity and high
temporal resolution, K-EUSO will be able to make interesting contributions to atmospheric
sciences, especially in regard to transient luminous events, to meteor studies and to the
search of hypothetical nuclearites, as was demonstrated by comprehensive simulations per-
formed during the development of the JEM-EUSO telescope [41, 69] and confirmed later
with observations of TUS [21, 22, 24] and Mini-EUSO [26, 70, 71].
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